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Some lessons the sea and air can teach us
about the earth
Research Seminar 8th to 10th March 2018
Guest: Professor Tim Ingold
Chair in Social Anthropology, University of Aberdeen, UK

Hosted by the Research Group 'Architectural Projects', University of Alicante
Direction and Coordination: Ester Gisbert Alemany and Enrique Nieto
Tim Ingold's visit to Alicante is a landmark in the School of Architecture's search for a research-creation agenda. As architects
we are more familiar with processes of making, drawing and building but, as researchers and educators, we need to find words
for our practice as architects to reach out to students and society. Ingold's work is remarkable for his way of crossing
anthropology with architecture through the crafting of words. With his help, in this seminar we are hoping to go deeper in our
own search for words and rigorous ways of writing and talking about what we do. Most of us develop our practices in the
coastal territories of South East Spain where we find a fertile ground for going beyond Modern ways of making in
Architecture, especially through weather which, in Alicante, is the biggest attractor for tourism, the force that has shaped the
rapid and massive urbanization of this territory. Departing from Ingold's ideas on the 'weather world', the seminar will be
structured around practical experiments proposed by practitioners and researchers on this topic. From them we will start a
conversation on the lessons that the earth, the typical ground in which Architecture and Urbanism develop, can learn from the
sea and the air. Some of these experiments will take place outdoors on the Island of Tabarca, others in classrooms where we
teach students. Inspired by experimental research processes carried on in other universities, as in the ERC 'Knowing from the
Inside' Project led by Ingold at the University of Aberdeen or the SenseLab in Montreal, founded by artist
and philosopher Erin Manning, this three day seminar will encourage us to 'think in the act'.

Thursday 8th March Seminar Discussant: Tim Ingold
University of Alicante
17:00 – 17:30 Seminar presentation. Enrique Nieto, Ester Gisbert
17:30 – 18:30 Pneumatic warp. María José Marcos
We will practice on weaving air itself to reflect on how instant and ephemeral actions could be an answer to the controversies
that emerge in the anthropocene

20:00 – 22:00 Eating and Drawing. Crearqció
An experience in how collective cooking and eating can foster a conversation that involves drawing and reflection in an
informal mood

Friday 9th March Courses Discussant: Tim Ingold
University of Alicante
10:00 – 10:30 If only they could see me now! Jose Carrasco
Taggings and gearings to assess the distance between what a professor suggests and what finally receives. The case of
designing for non-humans and inter-age

10:45 – 11:15 How to ecologize modern architecture. Ivan Capdevila
After long stays on, and surveys of, a contemporary modern building students are rendering new ecologizing proposals
following Torres Nadal's 'Ecologizing Manifest'

11:30 – 12:00 Playing with models and drawings. Miguel Mesa and Mireia Luzárraga
Unexpected toys are the departing point for designing architecture as an exercise of assembling collectives of hybrid agents

12:00 – 12:30 Soap-bubbleness. LHRC
Playful recreation of Frei Otto's research with soap bubbles for finding minimal surface forms empirically

13:00 – 14:30 Public Lecture by Prof. Tim Ingold
What if the city were an ocean and its buildings ships?
Salón de Actos Politécnica IV
Saturday 10th March Outdoor Seminar Discussant: Tim Ingold Tabarca
9:00– 9:45 Confined water, J. Antonio Sánchez Morales
A short visit to an intersection of old and new infrastructures to think about the region's contradictory relation with water,
longing for it the whole year and fearing it when it comes

10:00– 10:30 Boat to Tabarca
10:30– 11:15 Caring for ruins, Enrique Nieto
We will discover unexpected life stories from things that have resisted the present. Doing with them, being made with and by
them, can we perceive them as one of us?

11:15– 12:00 Rethinking the grid with the weather, Alfonso Cuadrado and Ester Gisbert
Simple artefacts and short tales on weather patterns inspired by pre- and early modern navigation tools and sailing directions
(derroteros) will guide us around Tabarca's urban grid

12:30– 13:15 (Im)pertinent architecture, Pedro Montero and Dani Millor
Practical reflections on collective practices of architecture

13:15– 14:00 Colours of water, Francisco Leiva
How can we talk about a practice that we do not want to fix? We will try being infected instead by the fluidity of watercolours

14:00 – 14:30 Visit to Hotel Santacreu, Andrés Silanes
A hotel newly built in the typical small plots of the island. New programs that come from the coast's enjoyment challenge the
military housing subdivisions and urban regulations

16:00 – 16:45 Learning to debate with game cards, Clara Sepulcre and Jose Abellán
The prototype of a card game on non violent communication will launch the debate on the topics raised these three days and
the potential of the playful for learning

17:00 – 18:00 Informal Discussion for conclusions and about future possible collaborations on
the intersection between anthropology and architecture
18:00 – 19:00: Boat and travel back to Alicante.

